MyHip: supporting planning and surgical guidance for a better total hip arthroplasty : A pilot study.
Total hip arthroplasty (THA) aims to restore patient mobility by providing a pain-free and stable artificial joint. A successful THA depends on the planning and its execution during surgery. Both tasks rely on the experience of the surgeon to understand the complex biomechanical behavior of the hip. We investigate the hypothesis that a computer-assisted solution for THA effectively supports the preparation and execution of the planning. We devised MyHip as a computer-assisted framework for THA. The framework provides pre-operative planning based on medical imaging and optical motion capture to optimally select and position the implant. The planning considers the morphology and range of motion of the patient's hip to reduce the risk of impingements and joint instability. The framework also provides intra-operative support based on patient-specific surgical guides. We performed a post-operative analysis on three patients who underwent THA. Based on post-operative radiological images, we reconstructed a patient-specific model of the prosthetic hip to compare planned and effective positioning of the implants. When the guides were used, we measured non-significant variations of planned executions such as bone cutting. Moreover, patients' hip motions were acquired and used in a dynamic simulation of the prosthetic hip. Conflicts prone to implant failure, such as impingements or subluxations, were not detected. The results show that MyHip provides a promising computer assistance for THA. The results of the dynamic simulation highlighted the quality of the surgery and especially of its planning. The planning was properly executed since non-significant variations were detected during the radiological analysis.